When searching with our eyes, parallel programming of successive eye movements ensures that visual information arriving too late to alter the direction of one eye movement can still influence the direction of the next. Paradoxically, we can use random noise to probe the time period over which visual information influences where next to direct our gaze.
Saccadic eye movements direct our eyes towards a target of interest. Because these movements are so fast, and because the transmission of information from the eye to the centres in the brain that control eye movements is not instantaneous, they cannot be guided by visual feedback but rather must be preprogrammed and then executed in a ballistic fashion. There is a small 'dead period' of around 80 milliseconds [1] just prior to a saccade, in which new visual information cannot make it to the eye-movement control centres in time to influence the saccade's direction.
Even though a saccade cannot make use of it, information continues to arrive during this dead period. What is done with it? One may hope that, if it cannot influence the current saccade being programmed, it may at least be available to the next saccade. To determine whether this is the case, we need to be able to study how the brain accumulates information when programming saccades. This is what has been done recently by Caspi et al. [2] , whose results show that, in a visual search for a particular target, information presented in one saccade's dead period is indeed available to help guide the course of the following saccade.
The authors used a search task in which a subject had to locate a bright target amongst a group of comparatively dim distracters. Normally, this would be very easy, with the brighter target 'popping-out' and being found almost instantly.[3] Caspi et al. [2] made the task more difficult, however, by varying the brightness of all the targets by independent, random amounts every 25 milliseconds. So although the true target was, on average, brighter than the distracter targets, at a given instant a distracter target may have been brighter than the true target. The authors argued that a subject would erroneously saccade to this temporarily bright distracter target only if this brightness increase occurred while the subject was gathering information to programme a saccade. By performing many searches and averaging the noise in a distracter target at various intervals prior to the saccade towards it, they generated a profile of how information used to guide a saccade is weighted over time; a technique known as reverse correlation (Figure 1) .
Their results are illustrated in Figure 2 , with the zero time-point giving the start of the first saccade in the search. The weighting given to information used to programme this saccade (blue traces) falls to zero at approximately -60 milliseconds -the dead period mentioned earlier, and shown by the grey zone. The weighting of information used to programme the second saccade is given in green, and shows an interesting property: not only does this window substantially overlap with that of the first saccade, but information arriving during the dead period can influence the second saccade. The green traces also show there is a second dead period directly after the first saccade: this probably corresponds to the phenomenon of saccadic suppression [4] , where visual sensitivity is reduced while the eyes move to their new target of interest. Such suppression is far from absolute, however, and seems to depend somewhat upon what the information arriving during this period is subsequently used for [5] .
What do these findings mean for how visual searches might proceed? Firstly, they confirm that the brain can concurrently programme a series of saccades to search an environment, allowing information unavailable to one saccade to influence subsequent saccades. This approach may improve the efficiency of searches as it avoids losing the information presented in the dead period forever. Although the best strategy for guiding the second saccade would be to accumulate information from the very beginning of the search task, this is not, in fact, what happens. Instead, subjects largely ignored the information at the very beginning of the search, in favour of information available slightly later. In one sense, therefore, visual search is not optimal. Horowitz and Wolfe [6] found a similar result for a different visual search task, where subjects did not remember previously searched locations despite this strategy being the best for the particular task.
Would we expect the brain to use an optimal strategy for the search investigated by Caspi et al. [2] ? Possibly not. Just as those parts of the brain involved in predicting the trajectory of a ball are presumably ignorant of the underlying laws of Newtonian physics, it would seem unlikely that those parts of the brain making simple search decisions can compute optimised search strategies for a particular laboratory experiment. Rather, an organism might evolve to mimic how an optimal system operates within the typical environment in which an organism finds itself. When things are changing frequently, it makes sense to direct our gaze primarily on recent information, as opposed to old, outdated information, so the short integration windows found by Caspi et al. [2] are quite sensible. This may be the case for more complex tasks also: a recent study [7] found that short integration periods governed where to look next when the reward associated with a particular saccadic response episodically changed.
Why the second saccade should depend primarily upon information gathered prior to the first saccade is puzzling. As Caspi et al. [2] point out, their subjects had a mere 600 milliseconds to complete their search. Longer search times might see the second saccade occurring later and being more heavily influenced by information arriving after the first saccade. Similarly, how information is accumulated may depend upon a subject's strategy for performing the search, and so studies carefully controlling this factor would be informative. It is likely that our decision about where to look next involves comparing information from different locations, rather than simply analysing the information at the location eventually looked towards, and so studies considering such factors would be particularly illuminating. We have much to learn about how fixed the brain's patterns for accumulating information are, and how they might change if we alter either the parameters of the search environment or the task required of the subject. The deliberate introduction of noise into scientific experiments may actually help provide answers to some of these puzzles. 
